
Gefülltengeist 

	A sort of ghost-vampire that feeds off of satisfaction, the Gefülltengeist is a creature that comes from Germany, a nation known for being a regular laugh-factory.  This entry isn't as fleshed out as others, though Hedgegrove did include a few clues as to what this creature is and how it came to be:

			In the late 18th century, after the Peace of Westphalia but
			but before the Revolutions of 1848, there lived a German
			Lord named Friedrich Habs who lived in Katbus [sic] of 
			Upper Lucitania.  Habs had a peculiar fascination with
			Alchemy, which manifested....

	And that's where the first part drifts off.  Basically, though, you had this old German Lord Friedrich Habs who was related to the House of Habsburg but not related enough to be a male heir who was fascinated with alchemy.  Habs was so interested with it, and with the search for the famed Philosopher's Stone and immortality and the power to turn lead into Gold and all of the other promises of Alchemy, that Habs made a deal with the devil.  Literally.  Hedgegrove picks up again with Habs after the dissolution of the Imperium around 1809, when his wealth is running low because like most Lords of this time the guy did nothing but sit around in a giant house all day and play the harpsichord or whatever.   Anyways, Habs thought he was close to figuring out how to achieve immortality, but he could no longer afford to keep studying alchemy, so he did what every good Lutheran German from the turn of the 19th century would do and asked Satan for help.

			The Devil appeared to Habs in a dream, surrounded by
			a sulfur steam.  Habs begged the Devil to allow him to
			continue his studies, to grant him the secret to wealth and
			immortality, to show him the pure alchemical truth.  The
			Devil's gaping maw turned to a smile as it warned Habs
			that to pursue earthly gain over the road to God will surely
			lead to doom, but Habs insisted that the end result would
			make the deal worth it.  Once Habs agreed, The Devil
			thrust its talon into Habs' chest and pulled out his heart, 
			devouring it whole.
			"Your heart and soul are now void.  When you wake you 
			will find what you seek, though beware, for by the time you 
			create the Philosopher's Stone more than just your heart will 
			be mine".

	So, surprise-surprise, when Habs goes full Faust things don't work out.  He finds a scroll with the secret to the Philosopher's stone on it, though he feels no joy when working through it.  With each step he takes to putting together the ingredients for the stone, his interest in the world wanes more and more.  Habs stops going outside, he stops eating, he spends hours looking at the wall.  By all means Habs should be exhilarated, but he's blank and empty.  It gets to be time for Habs to add the final ingredient to create the stone: one pound of ground coal.  By this time he's barely able to get out of bed for more than a few hours each day, his beard reaches his chest, and he spends at least an hour inside a near bubbling bath of hot water every day crying.
	Habs drops the coal dust into the pot. The explosion can be seen and heard from miles away.  Because that was thing with Alchemy: It was made up by a bunch of people who didn't really understand chemical reactions, as evidenced by it's reliance on mercury (which, yeah, Habs must've used plenty of mercury to maker his Philosopher's stone).  A passing soldier came to the smoldering remains of the Habs estate, and found a wreck of stone, ash, bone, and metals.  That's when the Soldier saw the Gefülltengeist:

			It had the charred face of Habs with more of his flesh 
			melting down and exposing his rib cage, which now 
			chattered open and shut like a great mouth.  From his 
			chest erupted four bone legs with hooves of iron and 
			stone that could crush bone like a man can crush an ant.  
			The creature could dissolve into a fine red mist, which 
			could move through walls and at great speeds.  This was
			the Gefülltengeist.

	Habs' new form could regenerate to look like a human, which was found out quickly when the Soldeir who found him sank deep into depression, but Habs was found smiling, joking in taverns, and walking around just fine.  Soon, right around the time that the soldier had killed himself and Habs' skin had started to harden and melt, more people started walking around as if their life force had bee sucked from them.  They were no longer interested in anything, and any sense of pride they had in themselves or their accomplishments would disappear.  With each victim of Habs, all of who would either die by their own hands or in a mysterious fire, would then become a new Gefülltengeist.  Soon the region was swarming with these monsters, causing the locals to call it the Marsh of Depression.
	With the problem growing more and more, and the zone of depression getting larger and larger, the Minister President Otto von Bismark offered a great reward to anyone who could stop the Gefülltengeists, as the last thing needed in Germany at the time was overwhelming dissatisfaction and depression.  It was a Polish monster hunter who answered the call named Jozef Uminski.  Having studied how the first Gefülltengeist was created, Uminski reasoned that the Devil was correct, and that Habs did indeed create the Philosopher's Stone, only that the stone was what was powering the beast: thus destroy the stone heart of the beast, and you destroy the whole thing.  Uminski, through studying the habitat and living in Kattbus for a few months, made a discovery: That there was one place where known Gefülltengeists would never approach: a hot spring the locals loved because of its rich bubbling water.  That's right, the key to destroying these depression-skeletons was seltzer water.  The seltzer only weakened the monsters, enough for Uminisky to cut open their chests and chop open their iron hearts which by this point would be turning red again.  Once the heart was opened, the spirit of the person was able to fly off and be free.  Uminisky made a quick buck, and most of the Gefülltengeists were destroyed, though to this day there are still some that are either the results of an attack (like a werewolf/vampire) or an explosion like the one that Habs created (like the invisible man).  

	For people who don't suffer from depression, I think it's easy to explain away our behavior with ideas like vampires, astrology, or- in this case- iron and bone alchemy-ghosts.  It's not supernatural, though, and yeah I'm depressed.  Like, on medication depressed.  For the longest time people just thought I wasn't grateful for the things I had in life, or that I didn't understand that there were people less well-off than me, or whatever.  Which wasn't true.  I just felt powerless, useless, and like there just wasn't anything left in the world for me.  So, I guess I was a victim of a Gefülltengeist, or a chi-vampire, or take-your-supernatural pick.  I'd say I should have tried seltzer water, but I did.  With gin.  Gin and tonic.  And a whole lot more.  And it didn't help, I just spent a whole lot of money getting drunk, and at one point I almost got thrown out of my apartment because I couldn't afford rent I had sort of hit the walls a bunch of times with a hammer which the landlord didn't really like.  I went to jail. Drunk tank. That's something I don't really like talking about, though, and this whole time of my life is something I'm not really proud of.
	The point is, there isn't a supernatural cause for depression. And there isn't a supernatural cure. Or even a natural one.  I'm on anti-depressants now, and I'm in a much better place in my life.  But do I still have moments where I feel useless and like my whole life is one spiral of disappointment? Hell yeah, I do.  And this is part of my life, one that I have to accept and work with.  The anti-depressants are there to make sure I never try to do anything harmful again, which is a whole other story that I don't want to get into but long story short I spent some time in- an institution I guess?  It was more of just a stay-in hospital.  It's another thing I don't like talking about, and I don't want to talk about.
